This paper investigates the problem of aligning array data and processes in a distributed-memory implementation.
Introduction
Straightforward compilation of forall statements or array expressions and naive mapping of array elements onto distributed memory parallel processors (DMPP) usually result in a significant amount of interprocessor data motion.
Therefore, data and process placement is an essential problem of several compiler projects targeting DMPPs.
There is agreement about the two goals of data and process placement:
(1) Data locality.
To reduce the amount of communication and achieve minimal runtime, all data elements which are used by a process should be stored locally on the same PE, (2) Parallelism. Using just one processor results in perfect data locality and minimal communication cost. In general, however, the runtime can be improved by exploiting the parallelism provided by the hardware. A trade-off between the conflicting goals must be found.
Whereas the goals are agreed upon, different approaches to reach them have been developed. Some
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We describe this work in more detail in section 2.
Placement optimization is often done in two steps. First, the alignment phase examines the relationship between arrays and determines in which way different array elements are used together and hence should be co-located.
In the subsequent distribution phase, colocated array elements will be mapped to the same processor's local memory. While the first phase is machineindependent since only relative positions of array elements are considered, the second phase deals with absolute positions on the DMPP. This paper is based on the following approach: We automatically determine an alignment of arrays and processes. This alignment is used in a source-to-source code transformation where user defined arrays are replaced by (possibly several) substitute arrays. These substitutes get distributed in the second phase with a fixed distribution scheme described elsewhere [25, 26] . The transformation is presented using Modula-2* [33] -a high-level, problem-oriented, and machineindependent parallel language -but is directly applicable to other languages, like HPF [16] .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. After discussing related work in section 2, we briefly introduce our notation of a forall. We consider it to be premature to have manual placement in languages; although the optimal placement is 21, 22, 23] , an automatic solution of the placement problem is necessary for three reasons: First, Wholey has shown in [35] that the best placement depends on three factors: the topology of the network, the number of available processors, and the size of the problem.
Hence, approaches that require the user to explicitly provide static or dynamic mappings, result in programs that may be source code portable but will show different runtime performance. Second, in different sections of a program different placements may be optimal.
The programmer not only has to find an optimal placement for code segments, which is itself difficult as explained above, but s/he must find a global optimum that includes the cost of potential redistribution at certain points of the code. He introduced the idea of using 0-1 integer programming for solving placement problems. Most of the groups have two basic approaches in common. both of which result in subo~timal solutions: process placement is derived from dat~placement and placement of temporaries is not considered. Gilbert, Schreiber, Chatter.jee [4, 5, 12, 30] The basic data structure is a preference graph P. Nodes of P are array accesses and forall arrays (see 4.2.4) of a given program.
The basic idea of a preference graph as introduced by Knobe [18] is that edges express alignment preferences.
Co-location of arrays that are connected by these edges will result in locality of access. If edge constraints are not obeyed, arrays will be stored differently and communication is necessary at runtime. The type of edges we consider and the information attached to edges differentiate our work from earlier work based on preference graphs.
Whereas identity and conformance preferences (see 4.2.3) have been used by several groups, the activity and virtualization preferences (see 4.2 .4) and the allocation information (see 4.2. 1) used to decorate edges of P are unique aspects of the preference graph presented here. Moreover, forall arrays (see 4.2.4) are not considered elsewhere.
Allocation Information
For two nodes representing array accesses to A and B, a connecting edge is labeled with the allocation information (Al dA, 5A>~A) M (B, dB, SB>@). The firSt node iS an access to A in dimension dA as A [. . . . SAl+oA, . ..] with i being a foraH variable.
The second node is a similar access to array B using the same forall variable. Positions of the allocation information are marked with * if all dimensions are affected or if the index is not an affine expression,
Cost Model
In addition to the alignment information, edges are labeled with costs. The cost must be paid if the placement of the arrays cannot implement the co-location preference expressed by the edge. For this paper we use a simple cost model and do not try to represent the exact cost induced by not obeying an edge. In particular, we ignore the number of bytes to be communicated, the size of the packets, the communication pattern, and the distance. Our cost model differentiates: cnW cost of a parallel network write of data elements c~r cost of a parallel network read of data elements Cj cost of an asynchronous forall with empty body C* cost of a synchronization barrier
As suggested by performance results [27] this simplistic cost model is not too far off for the MasPar when our layout algorithm
[25] is applied. Better cost estimates are known and could be used instead.
In this representation, the problem is to find placements for all nodes minimizing the total cost of all edges that cannot be obeyed.
In 4,2.3 we discuss in detail the edges of P that are caused by data arrays. 4.2.4 extends P to forall statements and thus process scheduling.
4.2.3
Data Array Accesses Identity Preferences.
Nodes representing accesses to the same array are connected by identity edges if the following conditions hold: (1) At least one access is a write, (2) if one access is a read, it will be executed after the other, and (3) if both are writes, then the second one is partial, i.e., not all array elements get written. edges since the second could use a different placement without problems. Two full writes do not require identity edges, since the old values and their placement vanish after the second write.
The allocation information of identity edges looks like: (A, *,*, *) w (A,*,*, *). Hence, the placement of A is supposed not to change in any form.
If an identity edge cannot be obeyed, the whole array, say A, must be copied into another placement, say A'. For this purpose the following code is generated:
The total cost of identity edges thus is Cf + C. An allocation function will be applied to the index expressions given in the program.
An index expression (il, iz, ..., im, ) which is used to access an element of array A will be" transformed into an index expression ($Al(il, 22, . . . ,i~, ),.. . ,#:(::::ALi.~:;)~o: access the substitute array. siderations to afine allocation functions of the form jAk(~l,~2, . . . ,~m, ) = sAk " ZK + OAk with 1<6< mA and sAk, oAk E z.
We call sA~stride and OAh offset of the mapping to the substitute array. In this notation, the substitute array of every array A occurring in a given program is specified by q a dimension mapping DA = {1,2, . . . ,rnA} --+ {1, 2,..., n} which invectively assigns to each dimension of A a dimension of the substitute array, q strides sA~and offsets oAk for each allocation function~A~(l < k < n).
If n > mA there are fA~that do not depend on an index of the original array (sA~= O) but might have an offset oAk # O. These degrees of freedom are used for runtime dependent allocation.
It is in general not possible to find dimension mappings and allocation functions for all data and forall 'This estimate can be refined by exploiting the fact that the synchronization barrier is not always necessary. But since code generation then becomes more intricate this must be left out of this paper due to space limitations. array s occurring in aprogram so that thelocalitypreferences of all edges in P are obeyed. Usually there are conflicting preferences. We first show in 4.4 how these conflicts can be detected by processing the graph. Then section 4.5 presents heuristics to find a cheap solution with respect to edge costs, i.e., to find dimension mappings and allocation functions that will result in a high degree of locality and little remaining communication.
Conflict Detection
There are two classes of conflicts. Conflicts can occur in the allocation function and in the dimension mapping.
Conflicting Allocation Functions
Let the allocation function of an array A be given. The allocation function of a neighboring array in P can be computed by means of the allocation information as follows.
An index SA is mapped to the substitute array by~~(SA) = SkSA + ok. In general, an optimal solution of the placement problem can be found in two steps. First, all cycles bearing a conflict must be detected in P by the above methods. All these cycles must then be cut to derive a placement. The difficulty is to find a set of edges that cuts all cycles and has the minimal tot al cost. Since this problem is NP-complete, heuristics must be used to prune the search space.
Fundamental Cycles
Instead of finding the set of all cycles, we restrict our considerations to the set of fundamental cycles3 in P that bear a conflict.
Nothing is lost by this restriction since all cycles in P can be constructed by combinations of fundamental cycles. Iff there is a conflict in a cycle in P there is a conflict in a fundamental cycle as well. For the general solution all sets of fundamental cycles must be studied. For each graph P with n nodes, e edges, k components, each set has~= e -n + k cycles, and there is one set for each spanning tree. We restrict our analysis:
Find the minimal set of fundamental cycles with respect to the sum of the costs of the edges.
The underlying idea is as follows: It is more likely (but cannot be guaranteed) that the set of edges to cut with minimal cost is found in the minimal set of fundamental cycles than in any other set of fundamental cycles because of the minimality of total edge cost. Although the sub-problem of finding the minimal set of fundamental cycles is itself NP-complete, good polynomial time approximations are known [7] .
Minimal Covering
Even if the minimal set of fundamental cycles is known, the remaining sub-problem still is NP-complete. The problem is to determine which of the edges to cut to 31f unfamiliar with these terms, see for example [6], achieve minimal cost by cutting all cycles. This problem is another representation of the weighted set covering problem
[11] since some edges belong to several cycles. It can be written as a linear programming problem: e.g., data remapping and axis alignment, and is intended for a tool supporting the programmer.
Replication
Replication is easily introduced in this scheme by consideration of node splittings. A cycle can not only be cut by splitting up one of its edges but additionally by replacing one node with two substitute nodes. This adds up to n new variables to the above system and enlarges each of the inequalities by the number of nodes in the corresponding fundamental cycle. Since node splitting and disobeyed identity edges both require that an array using one placement must be transformed into a second one, both have the same cost. It is still an unsolved question for us how to decide between edge splitting and node splitting, i.e., when to replicate. Nodes representing forall arrays or writes may not be split. There are 24 spanning trees for P each of which has a set of 3 fundamental cycles. When considering only those cycles that bear a conflict, two minimal sets of fundamental cycles can be found. In the schematic representation only fat cycles have a conflict.
Although it is sufficient to consider one minimal set, we present both for explanatory reasons. The simplex algorithm finds, that in the first case either the edge F M H1 or the edge F w Hs must be cut to achieve minimal cost of c~. For the second case either edge Gz H HI or Gz M Hs is chosen with cost C.. By removing any of these edges, dimension mappings and allocation functions are computed as shown in section 4.4. If in any case the first mentioned edge is cut, G will be placed according to H [2*i+2, 41 . Otherwise, H [2*i, 31 is selected which results in the transformation given in 4.1.
Note that replication is not an issue here since the cost of node splitting always surpasses c~.
Performance Results
At the moment, our benchmark suite consists of 17 problems collected from literature, see [27] for details. Here, we only consider those 15 problems whose Modula-2* solutions are not totally aligned right from the beginning.
The programs
were compiled for a 16K processor MasPar MP-1 (SIMD) by our Modula-2* compiler. Application of the automatic alignment optimization improved the execution times of the programs by over 40% on average. Because our work on Modula-2* compilers for MIMD machines, namely LANs of workstations and (virtual) shared memory multiprocessors, is still in progress, we cannot present any measurements for them. But we expect even better results since remote communication is more costly.
For time measurements we used the high resolution DPU timer on the MasPar.
Below, t~~tg~-~P~and h-.~ig.-.pt represent program execution times with the optimization techniques presented in the paper applied and not applied, respectively.
We define performance as work or problem size per time and focus on the following relative performances:4 -/ t.o.:;:.o,t = %o-altgn-oPt/talign-oPt. Thus, the diagrams show a ratio scale as the vertical axis. Good performance of the alignment optimization is indicated by curves above unity, e.g. a curve around 2 shows that the alignment optimization halved the execution time. For problem sizes ranging from 23 to 223 we derived the relative performances from our execution time measurements.
The resulting general, relative performances are shown above, averaged arithmetically over all test programs per problem size. (Only results with at least three measurement points per problem size are included in this average graph.) Alignment optimization improves performance in two ways. Obvious improvement is due to achieving locality where without optimization remote access would occur.
A secondary improvement results from knowledge about existing locality, which the Modula-2* compiler exploits in the following way. For problem sizes above the number of processors, the compiler generates virtualization loops on each processor. The iteration variable can reflect the true value of the forall variable with respect to the section of the forall range that is assigned to a particular PE. Or it can just count iterations, starting from O on all PEs.
If locality of an array access is uncertain, first the corresponding processor number and the local address must be computed from the true forall variable, then a subsequent if statement must decide locality at runtime. In contrast, for known locality the iteration count can often be used for direct indexing into the local segment of an array, thus removing the runtime decision and often alleviating the cost of address calculations. This often explains the increase of relative performance for problem sizes above machine size (214).
Problems

Root Search
Problem: Determine the value of z~ [a, b] such that (x) = O, given that f is monotone and continuously differentiable.
Approach:
The problem is solved with multisection.
The interval [a, b] is evenly divided over n processes. If~has a root in [a, b] Then patients become sick at random and enter a queue for treatment by one of the doctors. The receptionist handles the two queues, assigning patients to doctors.
As soon as a doctor and a patient are paired, the doctor diagnoses the illness and treats the patient in a random amount of time.
After curing a patient, the doctor rejoins the doctor's queue to await another patient (from [9]). Approach:
The random amounts of time that patients are well and that doctors need to treat illnesses are counted down in parallel. The assignments of doctors to patients is done in parallel.
The The implementation intensively references neighboring data elements in a n . n-matrix. Discussion: Since the diagram is similar to the one of 5.1.5 it is omitted.
List Rank
Problem: A linked list of n elements is given in an array A[l. .n]. Compute for each element its rank in the list. Approach:
This problem is solved by pointer jumping.
Discussion: Since the diagram is similar to the one of 5.1.5 it is omitted.
5.1.8
Transitive Closure
Problem:
The adjacency matrix of a directed graph with n nodes is given. Find its transitive closure. Approach:
Process the adjacency matrix according to the property that if nodes x and m as well as nodes m and y are (transitively) adjacent, then x and y are (transitively) adjacent.
Discussion:
Since the diagram is similar to the one of 5.1.5 it is omitted.
Prime Sieve
Compute all prime numbers in [2.
.n]. Approach:
Rather than using a virtual process per candidate, our implementation of the classical prime sieve assigns a segment of candidates to each processor. This adaptive version works much faster since division can be replaced by indexing within each segment. Discussion: Since the diagram is similar to the one of 5.1.5 it is omitted.
5.1,10
Game of Life Problem: Apply Conway's rules of life to a given matrix.
The value of a grid point depends on the sum of the values of its neighbors.
Pairs of Relative Primes
Problem: Count the number of pairs (i, j) with 2z < j~n that are relatively prime, i.e. the greatest common divisor of z and j is 1. Approach:
The solution is based on a data-parallel implementation of the GCD algorithm followed by an add-scan. Discussion: The relative effectiveness of the optimization depends on the relation between data access time and computation time in the program.
If Problem: A simple polygon P with n edges and a point q are given.
Determine whether the point lies inside the polygon.
(A polygon is simple if pairs of line segments do not intersect except at their common vertex.) Approach:
Draw a line from q that is parallel to the vertical axis. Count the number of intersections with P. The point q lies inside P if and only if this number is odd. Discussion:
Up to the machine size, access to a locally stored array element is implemented as access to a local variable.
For larger problem sizes, local access needs arrays and the computation of index expressions, which slightly increases computation time and hence reduces the effect of the optimization. I MP.i U.. al!gn opt)n(allgn opt) -'---'--l 1 5. Problem: A set of primes {a, b, c, . ..} of arbitrary size and an integer n are given.
Find all integers of the form a%. p.ck . . . . < n in increasing order and without duplicates.
Approach: For each prime p compute {pt Ipt < n}. Combine any two power sets to a new one, while enforcing that the products remain < n. Repeat the combination for all power sets. Discussion: The curve is due to a combination of the effects described in 5.1,1 and in 5.1.12. In this paper we presented evidence that in many cases the problem of determining an efficient alignment of data and processes can be solved automatically.
The technique presented analyzes complete programs, including branches, loops, and nested parallelism. Alignment is determined with respect to offset, stride, and general axis relations.
Both placement of data and processes are computed in a unified framework based on an extended preference graph and its analysis, Dynamic redistributions are derived.
The main contributions of this paper are (1) the automatic computation of both data and process alignment in one framework, (2) an extended preference graph and a novel technique for its analysis, and (3) the performance results which are very encouraging.
On average, the optimization algorithms implemented in our Modula-2* compiler improved the execution times of the programs by on average over 40% on a MasPar MP-1 with 16384 processors.
The IPD Modula-2* system is available by anonymous ftp from ftp.ira.uka.de in pub/programming/modula2star.
